wide – adj. and adv.
wife – n.
wild – adj.
will – aux. v. and n.
will – n.
win – v.
wind – n. and v.
window – n.
wing – n.
winter – n.
wise – adj.
wish – n. and v.
with – prep.
woman – n.
wonder – v. and n.
wood - n.
wool – n.
word – n.
work – v.
world – n.
worm – n.
when – interrogative conjunctive
  word (rel. adv. and sub
  ordinate conj.)
wound – n. and v.
wrist – n.
write – v.
wrong – ad. n. v. and adv.
waterfall – n.
weave – v.
without – prep.
whisper – v.
worry – n. and v.
worship – v.